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Jupiterimages/Photos.com/Getty Images Alternating on Hyundai Elantra is an electric generator that charges the battery while the car is powered by ignition and electrical systems. When the alterator fails, Elantra shuts down because the ignition system stops getting enough electric current to keep the
engine running. When the changer fails, replace it with a new one or a refurbished one. Wear goggles to protect your eyes, and turn off the battery to prevent shock. Open the bonnet of the Hyundai Elantra; propping up the hood. Turn off the negative battery terminal with a wrench. Climb the strap and
remove it from the alterator. Remove two electrical connectors from the alterator. One of them is held with a nut that you can remove from the ratchet; Another electric connector that requires you to click on the tab and pull the connector straight. Remove with a ratchet two long bolt-alterators that provide a
change and flow into the engine block. Remove the alterator from the engine. Place a new alterator on the engine and thread in the bolts. Tighten the bolts with a ratchet. Let's connect two electrical connectors to the new alterator. Place the changer strap back on the alterator and tighten the strap tension
with a wrench or ratchet. Tighten the belt-changer to half an inch of belt deviation. If you want to be precise, place the ruler against the belt perpendicular and see how far down you can push it. If you can push the strap down by more than half an inch, tighten the belt a few more; Then tighten the lock nuts
to keep the belt stretched. Check the status of the belt-changer. If there are many cracks in the belt, replace it so that it does not break while driving. wrenchesRatchetSocketsAlternatorRuler (optional) Positioned between a small Accent and a mid-size Sonata, the compact 2019 Hyundai Elantra comes in
both a sedan and a less popular GT hatchback shape. In the new model year, the Elantra sedan receives a refreshing mid-cycle signal. At the new front end, sharp headlights reach into the grille. The new front wings cover the lush hood. Internal changes include a new cluster tool. Active safety
technology, including automatic emergency braking and active lane control, is now standard for all sedans except the base SE hatchbacks. GT, which will run in 2019 with their jelly beans profile. The two body styles are very different. Elantra sedans come in SE, SEL, Value Edition, Limited, Eco and
Sport. GT hatchbacks are only available in basic and N Line trim. Compared to sedans, they are equipped with large wheels, sports suspension and upgraded brakes. Most sedans use a 2.0-liter 4-cylinder 147 horsepower and 132 pound-feet of torque. Eco edition uses 1.4-liter 1.4-liter that makes 128
horsepower and 156 pound-feet. Sports models upgrade to a 1.6-liter turbo-4, which generates 201 horsepower and 195 pound-feet, which promises significantly more verve. The SE and Sport sedans have a six-speed manual transmission standard. The 6-speed automatic option is in these models, but
is standard in SEL, Limited and Value Edition. Eco version uses a 7-speed dual-clutch automatic, which is optional? Reconfigured? For sporty finishes. GT hatchbacks get a 161-horsepower version of the 2.0-liter in-line-4 with a 6-speed automatic transmission. In the gt's N Line edition, the 201-
horsepower, 1.6-liter turbo-4 can have a 6-speed manual or 7-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission. Each Elantra has a front-wheel drive. All sedans except the basic SE now include active safety technology, led by head-on collision warnings with automatic emergency braking and active lane control.
IIHS named 2019 Elantra Top Safety Pick, if equipped with automatic braking and automatic high-beam headlights. NHTSA gave the 2019 Elantra four stars overall, and noted that its rear door panels invaded more in the side kick test. Prices don't include a $920 destination charge. The SE 2.0 ($17,200
with manual, $18,200 with a machine gun) comes with fabric upholition, air conditioning, a nonshitable entrance, a tilt/telescopic steering column, a 5.0-inch display of audio system, Bluetooth and 15-inch steel wheels. The SEL 2.0 ($19,500) adds a 7.0-inch touchscreen with Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto compatibility, as well as 16-inch alloy wheels. Active safety features include head-on collision warnings, automatic emergency braking, blind-zone monitors and active lane control. The Value Edition 2.0 ($20,500) adds two-zone automatic climate control, guileless start, heated front seats and a
sunroof. The Eco 1.4T DCT ($21,050) has an efficiency-oriented 1.4-liter engine and dual-clutch transmission. The equipment is similar to the SEL, with 15-inch alloy wheels. The Sport 1.6T ($22,600 with manual, $23,700 dual-clutch automatic) benefits from a more sophisticated rear suspension and
includes a 1.6-liter turbo-4, LED headlights, alloy pedals, sports suspension/steering, and 18-inch wheels. The limited 2.0 ($22,700) limited automatic system includes LED headlights, leather ups ups, driver's seat, wireless smartphone charging, heated front seats, 17-inch wheels and 8-speaker Infinity.
$3350 Ultimate Package for Limited Brings Pedestrian Detection for Automatic Emergency Braking System, Hatch on An 8.0-inch touchscreen with navigation, and adaptive cruise control. The GT Hatchback 2.0 automatic ($20,450) includes ups ups and downs, 17-inch alloy wheels, sports suspension,
remote contactless entrance, and an 8.0-inch touchscreen with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto capabilities. GT Hatchback N Line 1.6 ($23,300 with manual, $24,400 dual-clutch automatic) comes with with Turbomotor, adding 18-inch wheels, two-zone automatic temperature control, heated front seats,
leather seat surfaces, alloy pedals, paddle switches, and a non-hit ignition. The $3,850 technology package for N Line adds active security and navigation features. Since April 1992 The release of the car and driver tested Talk with the chairman of Hyundai Motors, Chung Se-yong, and he will recognize
two significant corporate mistakes since entering the U.S. market in 1986. First, despite success in the first two years, the Korean automaker entered the market too quickly, too soon. Then, after the first model, Excel, the next offer was to be Elantra, not, as it turned out, a larger, elite Sonata. Chung
acknowledges that Elantra would be a more natural step up, and of course a more digestible one-for-the-top Excel owners used to Hyundai's lower-end price. Tom Ryan, vice president of Hyundai Motor America, agrees, but hedges, saying that buyers aren't necessarily looking for the lowest price, but the
best value is at a reasonable price. Translated? Elantra will offer much more than Excel at an appropriately higher price. Thus, all Elantras - basic and GLS - get cheerful sixteen-engine engines and five-speed gearboxes (unless you choose a four-speed automatic). But now, armed with this high-end
transmission, Elantra is built into a higher and more competitive market. If you look at the transmissions, at least six Japanese automakers offer sedans that compete with this Hyundai: Mazda, Mitsubishi, Honda, Toyota, Nissan and Isuzu (not to mention domestic - Ford, Mercury and Saturn). However,
the price advantage goes to Elantra, whose $9,375 base slots are about $350 lower than its nearest competitor, the Corolla. The Elantra GLS, which costs $1,000 more, includes AM-FM stereo radio/cassettes, tachometer, and alloy wheels with large, 185/60HR-14 tires. Our test car was the base model of
the Elantra (with 175/70R-13 tires), but we operated the GLS and can report that the upgrade is worth the cost. In particular, the basic model needs a tachometer - even dislike should know where is the high red zone of 7000 rpm of this engine, when they stop and wait at the bottom on the ramp. Elantra is
proof that sixteen valves and five speeds in the pedestrian hull do not make the to-ship. Sprints from zero to 60 mph with 9.5 seconds, 186-foot braking distances and 0.79 g discount numbers - all averages - confirm our point. But the banal numbers of the track do not necessarily make the car boring and
inevisible. Developed by the Mitsubishi 113-horsepower engine, with a Hyundai torque curve, is energetic throughout its range of revs and complements the five-liding speed the right ratios. This is the first Hyundai with some semblance of handling prowess; It rewards smooth braking, steering and throttle
flap with precise arcs in the corners. With its flexible engine, the Elantra can create quite a head steam on almost any road. You want to watch out for heavy dips and big bumps though, because they can send a soft pendant heaving. The interior manages to avoid the completely pointless cache of the
previous Hyundai, but not by much. Hyundai must create a new style and Flair department to ensure that lifeless, lifeless interiors never reach the production line. Changing upholstery seats, for example, will definitely revitalize Elantra without costing the company a lot. Those who question the need for
such a department should take the gander on the sales charts of the new Honda Civic. What the interior of Elantra lacks in shape, it compensates with the function. The front seats are solid and offer proper support, and the rear room seats are more than enough (and better than some other cars in this
class). The watchdog will receive several complaints. The steering wheel, switches, sensors and switch are arranged accordingly. Elantra even properly smear the pedals if the heel and foot flatter your Florsheim. Careful study shows evidence of a penny pinching in Elantra's design. But for those buyers
on a short money leash, Elantra remains a worthy contender. Consider this proof of the maxim you get what you pay for. In this industry, which is on the same level, it becomes a rule that no manufacturer can break. Even Hyundai. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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